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by these claims; and we also hold the same to be true of claim 6, in
which the combination is limited to the opposing dies constructed and
operating as described. In our opinion, neither the words "substan-
tially as described" in the claims, nor the proceedings in the patent
office in which the patentee acquiesced in the deeision that these words
must be inserted after the word "mechanism" in the elaims, prohihit
the patentee from invoking the doctrine of known equivalents with
respect to alleged infringers. Nor in dealing with a broad inven-
tion which represents a distinct advance in the art does it estop a
meritorious inventor from asking the court to apply a more liberal
rule as to what constitutes equivalents than is applicable to a narrow
invention which is only an improvement on what was old and well
known. "The range of equivalents depends upon the extent and na-
ture of the invention." l\filler v. Manufacturing Co., 151 U. S. 186,
207, 14 Sup. Ct. 310. The Beach patent for the first time describes a
machine in which were organized clamping dies, feeding, pasting, and
cutting mechanism, which automatically attaches stays of paper or
like material to the corners of paper boxes. The patent says:
"As far as the main features of my invention are concerned, forms other

than those illustrated of the several parts of the machine may be employed
without departure from my invention,-as, for instance, in place of the par-
ticular mechanisms shown for feeding or delivering fastening strips or stay
strips to and between the clamping dies, or for applying paste or glue to the
said stay strips; other forms of strip-feeding and pasting devices may be
used in practice with the same general result, as above described."

It would be giving too broad a construction to the Beach patent
to hold that it covered every combination of clamping dies, feeding,
pasting, and cutting mechanism which accomplished the same
but it should be held to cover a combination of these elements, or
their known equivalents, at the date of the patent. The patent
should not be limited to the particular form of devices described.
'Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 330; Machine Co., v. Lancaster, 129
U. S. 263, 9 Sup. Ct. 299; Tilghman v. Proctor, 102 U. S. 707; Proctor
v. Bennis, 36 Ch. Div. 740. The decree of the circuit court is reversed
with respect to the first three claims of the patent, and affirmed as to
the sixth claim, and the cause is remanded to that court with direc-
tions to proceed in conformity with this opinion, Costs in this
court are awarded to the complainant, I<'red H. Beach.

PATENT BUTTON CO. v. SCOVILL MFG. CO.
(CirCUit Court, D. Connecticut. January 24, 1899.)

Ko. 902.
1. PATENTS-OPERATIVENESS AND UTILITy-ANTICIPATION.

The mere issuance of a patent raises a presumption of its operativeness
and utility; and defects, merely in minor details of construction, will
not defeat the efficiency of the patent as an anticipation, provided it suf-
ficiently discloses the principle of the alleged invention,

2. SAME-BUTTONS.
Patent No. 429,530, for a button particUlarly designed for trousers,

which is to be attached to the goods by metal fasteners, and in which
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the essential 'feature Is an "independent die 01' ellnching construed,
and held! not infringed by a button made under the Shipley patent, No.
548,143; 01', If construed to covel' the Shipley device, held, that the patent
is void for want of novelty.

This was a suit in equity by the Patent Button Company against
the Scovill l\fanufacturing Company for alleged infringement of pat·
ent No. 429,530, to 'V. E. Jackson and L. A. Platt, for a button.
Gross, Hyde & Shipman and Cook, for complainant.
Mitchell, Bartlett & Brownell, for defendant.

TOWNSEND, District Judge. On June 3, 1890, complainant's
assignors obtained patent No. 429,530. On October 15, 1895, Alfred
J. Shipley obtained patent No. 548,143. Each of these patents is for
a button of the class which are attached to fabrics by means of metal
fasteners. The buttons in question are particularly designed for use
on trousers. The defendant's button is made in conformity with
the specifications of said Shipley patent.
Complainant's patent covers a rivet, and a button, with or without

a button head, "provided with an independent die or clinching piece,
having a shank, A, and a head, B, the said shank which forms the
hub of the button being traversed by a longitudinal bore or opening,
C, flared at its outer end to form a foot, D, .. .. .. the said head
.. .. .. ha'fing an enlarged clinching space F, which is intersected
by the opening or bore thereof."

F;:Y.1

In attaching it to a 'garment, "the point of the rivet is then passed
through the cloth and into the bore of the shank of the die, in which
it is centered by the flaring outer end thereof. From the said bore
the point of the rivet eluerges into the clinching space of the die, and
the pressure being continued, and the point of the rivet being confined
in the said elinching die, it is forced to curl upon itself, .. .. .. and
so bind the several partE. of the button" and the cloth together.
The term, "independent die or clinching piece," describes the essen-

tial element of the alleged invention of complainant's patent, the
only novel feature therein. As complainant's expert says, "the die
is a structure integrally in one piece, and may be cheaply and easily
made in various ways." That is, the "independent die and clinching
piece" was a single piece of metal, which guided, supported, upset,
and retained the end of the tack, "without requiring the co-operation
of any part of the button," as distinguished specifically by the pat-
entee from the dependent dies of the prior art, in which the "work of
clinching the rivet" required "aid from other parts of the button," or
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the independent die, which "upset the point of a pointed rivet after
the same has been assembled with the remaining parts of the button
by forcing a cap down over its point."
The patent office rejected all the original claims. Every element

of the combination was old. In fact, this art was so crowded that
there was scarcely standing room for an inventor when complainant's
assignors entered the field. Patent No. 183,9116, to ""heeler. showed
that this type of metal-fastened buttons was known in 187l;. Pat-
ent :No. 222,309, to Robertson, showed a longitudinal bore and a de-
pendent die to turn up the rivet. Patents :No. 226,722, to D'Aubigne,
and Nos. 241,076, 371,381, and 421,441, to Shorey, showed every ele-
ment of complainant's device in practically the same combination,
except the integral independent die piece.
Complainant's assignors, confronted by this condition, specifically

disclaimed clinching a pointed rivet by forcing it against a dependent
die or button head, and described and claimed as their invention 'a
button provided with one single integral structure, constituting an
independent die or clinching piece having a longitudinal bore, a con-
tracted opening, and an enlarged space at the inner end thereof,
and an outwardly flared foot or base; the object being to produce a
cheap button by means of a die struck from a single piece of metal.
In this construction the longitudinal bore of the independent die piece
centered and guided the point of the rivet into its clinching chamber,
which upset and clinched it so that the clinched end rested against
the wall of the contracted opening, as already stated.
T'he Shipley patent, under which defendant's buttons are made,

covers what the patentee calls a "spacer button"; the spacer constitut·
ing a shank elongating device, and consisting of a flaring ring or
flange of metal, which is fastened to the button head by an e.relet,
and is folded inwardly upon itself. In a closed-head button the rivet
is upset against the under side of the depressed face of the button.
but in an open-head button it is upset upon the head of said eyelet.
In each case, when so upset or curled over, it contacts with, bears on,
and is held by, the inturned end of the spacer. The complainant con-
tends that the only structural difference between the two buttons is
in defendant's flange, and that this inturned flange is un-
necessary to support the upset rivet, because the upset rivet bears
upon the neck of the eyelet so far as is essential for commercial pur-
poses, or, if this is not so, that to thus insert a lining to restrict the
neck of said eyelet is a mere evasion of the patent.
In support of the contention that the neck of the eyelet furnishes

a sufficient bearing for the upturned end of the rivet, complainant
introduced, in rebuttal, the testimony of its expert as to certain ex-
periments made by him at complainant's factory with defendant's
buttons after the inner cones and base of the spacer had been re-
moved. It is said that the result of these experiments shows that
the upset rivet in defendant's button withstood a strain over and
above a claimed commercial requirement of 50 pounds. These ex
parte expert experiments are not entitled to much consideration. In-
asmuch as this point was vital in support of complainant's claim of
infringement, it should have been tested, ('specially on rebuttal, by
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experiments at which complainant conld be present, or by other evi-
dence which complainant could have an opportunity to il1vestignte.
It appears, 'furthermore, that a strain of 50 pounds is not equal to
the commercial requirement, and that in defendant's buttons as ac-
tually made the inturned cone of the spacer is the efficient element of
support.
The claim that the upturned flange, being a mere lining to restrict

the bore for the rivet, thus constitutes, in effect, part of an inde-
pendent die piece, and therefore unlawfully evades the patent, is
untenable. That defendant's construction avoids the patent is true.
But it avoids it because the eyelet unites the spacer and button
heac!, and is a separate piece, having independent essential functions,
distinct from those of the die. And it is only when the parts are as-
sembled, and the die becomes dependent upon the eyelet, that the two
parts are said to constitute complainant's die in any sense. But,
when thus combined, the defendant's structure lacks the essential of
complainant's die, as defined by its expert, since defendant's die is not
a single piece, or "an independent piece," or "integral in ODe piece so
that it may be easily and cheaply made in various ways"; and, fur-
ther, because, while, according to complainant's theory, the clinching
in defendant's button takes place in part against the inserted eyelet
piece, in complainant's structure "the clinching of the end of the
fastening tack does not take place against the cap piece of the but-
ton when present as an anvil or against any specially inserted piece for
that purpose."
These considerations sufficiently present the decisive question in

the case. If, however, the foregoing statement of opinion as to
the facts is incorrect, and if complainant's contention be admitted,
that the dependent die and eyelet structure of defendant, when as-
sembled, is safar the equivalent of the independent integral one-picee
struetUI'e of complainant that defendant infringes, then the patent in
suit is void for want of patentable novelty, because the Shorey patents
show a face plate or a piece of metal serving as a die in connection
with either a spacer when assembled, or a contracted opening, and in
each case dependent upon each other.
The Shorey patents are controlled by complainant. Counsel for

complainant assert that they are mere paper patents, not adapted for
successful practical use. The only proof on this point is the testi-
mony of complainant's general superintendent, that "we do not manu-
facture buttons under these patents." The fact that the patents
were issued raises a presumption in favor of their operativeness and
utility (Dashiell v. Grosvenor, 162 U. S. 425, 16 Sup. Ct. 805); and,
when the defects are merely in minor details of construction, such de-
fects will not defeat the efficiency of such patents as anticipations,
provided they sufficiently disclose the principle of the alleged invention
(Pickering v. McCullough, 104 U. S. 310; Electric Ry. Co. v. Jamaica
& B. R Co., 61 Fed. 655). Furthermore, when the patentees of the
patent in suit were referred to these patents, they specifically dis-
claimed the constructions covered thereby, and limited themselves to
a construction which dispensed with the necessity of a spacer, and
required a specific form of an independent die or clinching piece.
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In view of these conclusions, the further claim that the integral
independent die or clinching piece is anticipated by the Prentice,
Haymond, and Kraetzer patents, and the further defense that the pat-
ent under which defendant manufactures is for a new type of button
without the longitudinal bore, shown in all the drawings and ex-
pressly covered by all the claims except the second, will not be dis-
cussed.
Inasmuch as all the claims cover in terms the independent die or

clinching piece, they need not be separately considered. Let a de-
cree be entered dismissing the bill.

GRAHAM V. EARL.1

(Circuit Court of Appeals, 1'\inth Circuit. October 18, 1SD'.)

No. 315.

1. PATENTS-AcTION FOR INFltIKf;E)IEKT-PLEADnm.
"Viwre the complaint describes the invention of the patent surd on by

the name given it in the patent, and then specifically refers to the letters
patent "for further and fuller description of the invention therein pat-
ented," such reference imports into the complaint the description contained
in the patent, and is controlling as to the nature of the invention.

2. 8A)[E-N"OVET,TY AND INFRlNGE)IENT·-CONCI,VSIVENESS OF VEHDTCT-ApPEAL
The questions of novelty and infringement are mixed questions of law

and fact, so that, if the court correctly imtl'ucts the jury on t:1e avp'icable
questions of law, the verdict is conclusive on appeal, unless there is an en-
tire want of evidence on which to base it.

3. SA)IE-CONSTRUCTION DISCI,AIMEHS.
In determining the meaning of a disclaimer, the same rules are to be

observed as in construing any other written instrument; the purpo,e being
to carry out the intention of the person executing it, as indieated uy its
language, when construed with reference to the proceedinl.:·s of which it
forms a part. It must therefore be read in connection with the origlual
specifications, of which it becomes a part when recorded.

4. SAAfE-DISCLAIMER OF BROAD CLAIMS TN COMBINATION.
A disclaimer of broad claims in a combination does not operate as a dis-

claimer of other and narrower claims, C{)vering specific means, which are
included in the language of such broad claims.

5. SAME-PARTIES LIABLE TO INFItTNGEME1\'T-AGENTS AND
An agent or manager for a given state, who Is en.gagrd in leasing in-

frinl-,'ing fruit cars to shippers for his principals, who are tlle owners there-
of, is himself liable as an infringer, though he receives a regular salary, and
has no interest in the profits of the business.

6. SAME.
The Earl reissue, No. 11,324, for a ventilator and combined ventilator

.and refrigerator car, is not invalid because of any expansion of the in-
vention described in the original patent; and the claims thereof are in-
fringed by a refrigerator car having ventilators made according to tile
Kerby patent, 1'\0. 537,293.

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the North-
'ern District of California.
This was an action at law by Edwin T. Earl against Robert Gra-

ham to recover damages for infringement of a patent relating to

1 This case was published in 82 Fed. 737, and it is now republished, by re-
quedt, in order to correct enol'S in the former report.


